What was the Best for an Infant from the Middle Ages to Early Modern Times in Europe? The Discussion Concerning Wet Nurses

Sünje Prühlen

Who was the appropriate woman to care for a nursing infant: the wet nurse or the biological mother? This was a very important question for parents in the Middle Ages and the Early Modern Times. Parents found themselves amidst the conflict of theological and medical views and their own opinions concerning thoughtful baby care. These opinions might have been influenced by books about childcare especially addressed to parents in their language, marriage guides, or variously formulated statements in several other treatises. The following presents preliminary results of a larger research-project focussing wet nurses in the German-speaking Europe.

In the European medieval universities a discussion was carried on about women who breast-fed infants they had not born for remuneration. Many of these arguments were raised in Latin but were in large degree repetitions of those discussions originating in ancient times. This discussion was diverse and had been taken up by doctors, philosophers and theologians. Of these sources only those which seem of greatest importance or which present special circumstances can be considered in the

1 Special thanks go to Helen Dwyer, New York, USA, who did the proof-reading.
following exposition. The inclusion of additional sources would go beyond the scope of this article.

Why were a relatively large number of intellectuals involved in this debate starting always with the divinely ordained motherly love and the god-given ability of breastfeeding? Why did parents nevertheless choose the duty of a wet nurse? Why, on the other hand, did many academics point out the importance of making a careful choice? Is it possible to draw conclusions regarding a large number of wet nurses in society from the many treatises which still exist? Why was the topic so widely discussed? Caring for infants by wet nurses may have been prevalent, but up until the present there have been no opportunities at all for quantitative analysis concerning the period from the Middle Ages to the Early Modern Times. The pool for a comprehensive analysis is too small. In the following study another way of providing evidence of wet-nursing will be given, taking into account the period and the characteristics of the sources coming from the German-speaking parts of Europe. Because of the illiteracy of the wet nurses and thus their inability to author their own accounts, they have been the subject of sources written mostly by men. The prime instigator of the discussion in the Middle Ages was the men of learning. Wet nurses were mentioned in passing for example, in hagiographical sources, but there were very few references in testaments or letters. In the later Middle Ages wet nurses were then increasingly mentioned in autobiographical notes, especially in those of citizens or nobleman.

So far up to Middle Ages the discussion about wet nurses in the above mentioned German-speaking region was different from that carried on in other European countries. In the German-Speaking area the wet nurse was called ‘Amme’ and worked under different conditions than her counterpart in other countries such as France, England or Italy. I would like to refer especially to the research results of Valerie Fildes, Sara Matthew Grieco and Dorothy McLaren. These historians pub-
lished their findings with other sources of greatest importance in the 1980s and 1990s. They have provided truly fundamental research in this area, especially for this era. There are no comparable German authors. The findings of Fildes, Grieco and McLaren were based mostly on documents of the already mentioned countries. Beyond those findings of the mentioned European countries it is possible to find German sources documenting wet nurses as well as specific characteristics and circumstances which should receive attention. The author who perhaps had the most influence on parents, judging from the new edition of his books, is Bartholomäus Metlinger (c 1440–1492). He published the first paediatric book in German. It is one intention of this exposition between the demand for and the existence of wet nursing.

In contrast to England, for example, many wet nurses stayed in the houses of their German employees. Wet nurses also took care of foundlings who were not usually sent to the countryside to stay with the wet nurses’ families. These wet nurses were paid, controlled and supervised by city councils because such infants were foundlings or orphans. In the accounts of Zwickau, Saxony, a wet nurse who came from a respectable family had been listed since the year 1500. The town authorities not only paid the fee of the wet nurse but also paid for the baby’s clothing, baptism and, if necessary, funeral.

In this period foundling hospitals were not found everywhere in Germany. In northern German cities such as Hamburg a hospital was founded in 1595 solely for orphans of the city’s inhabitants. In the southern part of Germany, for example in Munich, poor but married mothers had the possibility to deliver their babies in a special house. After their mothers died these abandoned child remained outside the city walls until they were weaned. Sometimes the families had to pay for the basic necessities of the infants. In the area of the Upper Rhine there were foundling hospitals in earlier periods. Some of the foundlings, for example in Strasbourg stayed in the country with their wet nurses as it was common in the proximate France.

---

6 Some authors only give a chapter in their treatises about wet nurses. E.g. Frank Meier, Mit Kind und Kegel. Kindheit und Familie im Wandel der Geschichte (Ostfildern, 2006), pp. 99–104.


9 E.g. the biography of the abbot saint Robert of Chaise-Dieu (†1065) written by Marbod of Rennes (c. 1035–1123). The saint Robert did not accept the wet nurse’s milk, not because
Other foundlings were raised in orphanages. The city council also paid the allowance in the nearby monastery of Staßfeld. As well, the alderman of Frankfurt/Main placed their foundlings in Staßfeld, supervised the wet nurses until the children were weaned and could be returned to their towns of origin. In contrast to the whole German-speaking Europe wet nurses who stayed in the country were the exceptions, for example in England. For foundlings a wet nurse was a necessity and increased the chance of survival. These individual women might not have been the main interest in the discussion about wet nurses and the value of nursing-mothers. But with whom were the academics really concerned?

Wet Nurses and Wet-Nursing in German Sources

There is documentary evidence of only a small number of few wet nurses for this period; for many more there is none. More information about the circumstances of wet nurses can be found especially in autobiographical notes, as in the case of Hartmann Schedel (1440–1514), who acquired a Master of Arts and a Doctor of Medicine in adulthood. Schedel’s wet nurse is documented, because she stayed in the employer’s house. She must have been seen almost as a family member and thus became a subject of the oral tradition, as evidenced by Schedel’s having passed down facts related to her as an adult. Schedel mentioned his own wet nurse, Margareta, who came from Adorf – a town in Bohemia about 150 km away from her place of employment in Nuremberg. In addition Schedel put on record several wet nurses of his own children. In the Middle Ages and the beginning of the Renaissance wet nurses ranked higher in the social hierarchy than the maidservant or the of the smell but because of the wet nurse’s sins. Cp. Klaus Arnold, Kind und Gesellschaft in Mittelalter und Renaissance (Paderborn, 1980), p. 103.


Hartmann Schedel, Hartmann’sche Familienbuch/Familienchronik. Staatsbibliothek Berlin, Cod. Germ. 2º 4472, fol. 16. Hartmann Schedel is author of the Chronicle of the world which was first published in Nuremberg 1493. His library holdings are known to have been considerable. Hartmann Schedel, Weltchronik (Nuremberg, 1493). Richard Stauber, Die Schedelsche Bibliothek. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Ausbreitung der italienischen Renaissance, des deutschen Humanismus und der medizinischen Literatur (Freiburg, 1908, Reprint Nieuwkoop, 1969).
menial, but they were still part of the menial staff. In some payment records only wet nurses were itemised. Apparently the merchant Michel Behaim (1459–1511) from Nuremberg only paid his wet nurse, Kunne.

A wet nurse had less and lighter work to do than the other servants as it was recommended by the doctors. The academics dealing with the subject asked the employer to employ wet nurses during lactation. Parents were to be aware of the possible deleterious effect which hard labour on the part of the wet nurses could have upon the quality of milk. On the other hand laziness could be bad for the quality as well.

These are not the only examples from civic or noble families, but because of the low rank of the wet nurses, they have not often been listed. A future desideratum will be the precise interpretation of autobiographical notes to find reference to more wet nurses. In the upper classes the duties of wet nurses were more common, but it would be careless to assume that every baby would have been suckled by a wet nurse. While there is a great uncertainty, it is nevertheless possible to find in the sources more indications besides the wet nurses’ names or the term Amme. Thus it may be possible that the academic and the public debates were closer to reality than it now seems. Why the topic has been discussed so widely in academic circles cannot be answered, but this might provide stimulus for looking into other lines of argument.

Many German writers of autobiographies of this period listed especially in registers the name and the date of birth of their own children. The birth intervals in the example below are unusually short and do not correspond to the natural infertility of the biological mother in times of lying-in, lactation and normal pregnancy. Most of these children survived infancy. Therefore it can be assumed that they were born following a normal pregnancy. Stillbirths are noted in the sources and in some cases there are indications of premature births or birth defects. Some of these infants died, but especially in the case of premature births after seven months of

---


15 E.g., the memoirs of Helene Kottanerin are thought to be the earliest of a German woman. Karl Mollay (Ed.), *Die Denkwürdigkeiten der Helene Kottanerin (1439–1440)* (Wien, 1971), pp. 18–22.

pregnancy the authors noted this special circumstance and the will of the baby to live. These autobiographies may provide an under-utilised pool of information especially for the Middle Ages. After the Reformation Church records in the German-speaking Europe, as opposed to other regions, are another source of information which has become popular for such research.

The first postpartum menses is possible after two months and ovulation therefore occurs earlier. Exclusive breastfeeding prolongs this period although this is dependent upon the number of times a child is nursed in a day. Some physicians in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance advised a mother – or the wet nurses – to feed the child not more than three times a day; others never fixed a limit. This might point to an element of uncertainty. Breastfeeding exclusively during night and day provides a high probability of contraception for the first six months post partum.17 In this specific point it may be possible to combine modern medical knowledge and historical data. The Brandis family from Hildesheim, lower Saxony, is a good example for this combination with a reverse. In their case the birthday of every child as well as some wet nurses are documented. The first seven of the 15 children (two pairs of twins) were born to one mother in intervals of 12 and half and 14 and half months, the others between 16 and 22 months. The children were born alive and survived infancy. In each circumstance the intervals of the births are unnaturally short, given that the biological mother breastfed every child.18

Another aspect to be considered is food. At this time the only way of nourishing babies to assure a high survival rate was breastfeeding. In the German archives – especially in the Early Modern period – recipes for formula for use at the time of weaning were found19, but there was no reference to a formula using milk from ani-

---


19 There are a lot of prescriptions or recipes for weaning shortly after the accouchement. In the Heidelberg University Library there are many popular scientific treatises available which were passed over as paper manuscripts. Many recipes are written in German and copied several times. Most of these documents were undirected and anonymous. Some gynaecological prescriptions are titled “For women, who wean their child because the milk hurts, the child died or she doesn’t want to breastfeed by herself” Cp. Heidelberg University Library, Cod. Pal. Germ. 236, fol. 122r, Cod. Pal. Germ 252, fol. 147r, Cod. Pal. Germ. 288, fol. 96r, 101r, Cod. Pal. Germ. 702, fol. 5v. There are also recipes to recover maternal ability of breastfeeding as well as to increase the lactation of the wet nurse. Cp. ibidem, Cod. Pal. Germ. 195, fol. 174r, Cod. Pal.
Thomas Platter (1499–1582), a Swiss author from the beginning of the sixteenth century, wrote in his autobiographical notes that he had been fed via a horn like those used for older children. His mother had not had the physical ability to suckle her little boy, so he received cow’s milk from a cow horn. This method of nutrition had been essential for him. Normally this procedure resulted in the deaths of many infants because cow’s milk was unsuitable because it could not be digested by a young child. Additionally, this animal milk was suspected of transferring the attributes of the host to the child.

Feeding an infant from a horn or a suckle pot presented also a hygienic problem. Some mothers were afraid that their breasts became altered by feeding their own child directly from their nipples. So they decided to use a suckle pot or a horn for the breast-milk in order to preserve their physical beauty. The employment of a wet nurse, therefore, did not seem to be a necessity but rather a luxury. Sometimes, however, the employment of a wet nurse has been a necessity if, for example, the biological mother died while giving birth or as a result of a caesarean section or during the postnatal period. In these cases the chance of survival for the baby increased with the services of a wet nurse.

Apparently a greater number of wet nurses must have stayed in the employers’ homes than was recorded in the autobiographical notes or in other registers. Wet-nursing was a more important factor in taking care of an infant than the focus of...
historical research up to now would indicate. It may be possible to approximate patterns of family life in this period by data analysis of the available sources.

It is not easy to provide evidence regarding the knowledge of the correlation of breastfeeding to fertility, conception, and minimising birth intervals in the sources of this period. The church could have disapproved of such knowledge because it might be misused. In his book of 1433 the German town clerk, Konrad Bitschin from Danzig (now Gdansk, Poland), found fault that an increasing number of women had their children fed by wet nurses because they did not want to stay sexually abstinent during lactation as the church recommended. Medicine encouraged this point of view by asserting that sexual intercourse could affect the quality of the breast-milk and therefore the state of health of the child. This concerned the biological mother as well as the wet nurse. Against the background of Bitschin’s observation it may also be possible that there was a common knowledge of a Jewish source of Regensburg from the fifteenth century. Jewish families were advised to hire a wet nurse if there had not been enough children born to glorify God. This was a part of the oral tradition. This information could have been transferred by a dialogue between Jews and Christians.

This might be sufficient reason for parents to hire a wet nurse, but the theologians, philosophers and physicians had many arguments against wet-nursing. In addition to the above mentioned antique heritage of Hippocrates and Galen and the medieval Islamic influences of Rhazes, Avicenna, Constantinus of Africa and Averroes, it is possible to find special German contributions to the discourse about birth and childhood as well.

The Academic Discussion on Breast Feeding

Following examples from antiquity many authors started their disquisition of breastfeeding with a description of the wonderful loving care that only the biological mother could provide. However, the discussion was divided among the religious authorities and the medical community.


26 Q.v. Corpus Hippocraticum, De natura pueri.


28 Bartholomäus Metlinger mentioned these examples by name in his preface. Idem, Ain vast nutzlich regiment der iungen kinder (Augsburg, 1511). Pages are not numbered.
cal mother could bring the child through the process. What could be more advantageous for an infant? The mother could pass on her love and also her character through the milk even as she had done via her blood in the womb. The blood was merely transformed into the milk. God created a woman with breasts and the possibility of lactating a newborn. So she could and should nourish her newborn baby until the child could tolerate solid food. This was always a sign and a symbol of motherly love, a wonderful devotion between mother and child. The theologian and musician, Heinrich von Laufenberg (c 1390–1460), added by way of explanation that the child should suck with “lust” at the breast of his mother but this was never the only reason for nursing the biological infant. During gestation the character of a child was formed by the character of the mother. Afterwards the nursling could come into contact with the character of a woman who was a stranger. In some cases this could be fatal – not in the sense, that the child really died – but that the entire life of the baby could be modified.

So it was very important – if the real mother did not or could not suckle her own infant – to select a wet nurse very carefully. In the Middle Ages the doctor of medicine and sometimes other men of learning had the authority and the knowledge of childcare to enable them to instruct parents and midwives. In later times these men also placed wet nurses in the homes of the employers.

This task of the physicians changed when the German authors did not write in Latin anymore. Bartholomeus Metlinger is one of the most famous doctors of his times, as he describes himself in one of his later printings of his helpful regimen for young children. Metlinger was the first paediatrician in Germany and worked in Noerdlingen (now in Swabia) and Augsburg (now in Bavaria) and published his advice in his ‘Regiment der Kinder’, reprinted several times since the original in 1473.

29 Albertus Magnus (c 1200–1280) summarized in his sermon that Mary had been a mother and wet nurse in one person. Under no circumstances she would have handed over Jesus to a real wet nurse. Albertus Magnus’ Sermon about Luke 11,27 cited in Klaus Arnold, *Kind und Gesellschaft in Mittelalter und Renaissance* (Paderborn, 1980), p. 120.

30 Heinrich Laufenberg, *Versehung des leibs* (Augsburg, 1491), Chapter 6. The pages are not numbered.

31 This belief came out of the ancient world and has been codified in the middle ages. Ibidem.


34 Bartholomäus Metlinger, *Ein regiment der jungen kinder*, Facsimile of the print from 1497 (Zürich, 1976); Ursula Gray, *Das Bild des Kindes im Spiegel der altdeutschen Dichtung und Literatur* (Frankfurt/Main, 1974). The pages of the Facsimile are not numbered. – As can be seen in the following compilation of theological and medical authors: Later Metlinger’s treatise was
Metlinger’s proposition never changed in any of the editions unlike the different German idioms. He gave advice for parental care until the child was seven years old. His audience was made up of parents – mostly out of the bourgeoisie as in a trading town like Augsburg. In the preface he addressed his book explicitly to mothers and fathers. Who actually read the book and followed the instructions is as yet unknown.

The 2nd chapter of his regimen was titled: “How you should nourish and feed a child”. There he pointed out to the parents that a baby should not get the milk of the biological mother until the fourteenth day of the maternal childbed. In that period the quality of the milk would not be good for the infant. He proposed that young puppies should suck the milk out of the mother’s breasts.35 Authors of Antiquity recommended that another woman could suck this milk. Soranos, for example, advised waiting a period of about two or three days time after the birth.36 This paradigm has been taken over in part as Metlinger wrote not to suckle the children for the first three days of their life. When a wet nurse was involved, this period could be extended.

Metlinger advised that if it was not possible for the mother to take a break in lactation, she should suckle the infant with a little bit of honey in his mouth. This would protect the baby against the bad quality of her milk. Who nursed the newborn in the time when the mother herself was not to nurse the infant at all? Nobody knows. These women – like those in Metlinger’s case – were not called wet nurses in contrast to the practice of ancient authors like Soranos. They may have simply been women who remained in the puerperium longer than had the natural mother herself. So the term wet nurse was used for women who took care of little infants for a longer time.

Other authors as well as Metlinger tell us more about the proper choice of a wet nurse.37 The selection criteria varied only a bit among authors. The age of wet

---

nurses should have been between 20 and 35 years. Metlinger defines the best age about 25. The wet nurse’s child – ideally a healthy boy – should be six to twelve weeks old so that the mother would be through the anastasis period. The wet nurse should be a good fit to the child’s physical and mental abilities so that the parents using her services would not bring illness to the child. This maxim was derived from the Hippocratic idea of the humoral pathology.

A good wet nurse had an exemplary character, was not choleric, was moderate in all walks of life, especially in her eating and drinking habits. During the time of nursing a woman — whether biological mother or wet nurse — was not to have sexual contact at all. This was thought to affect the quality of the milk as well as to promote illness and renewed pregnancy. During the time of distress mothers — whether biological mother or wet nurse — aided one another. In 1541 the Swiss naturalist and physician, Conrad Gesner (1516–1565), noted in his brief book about milk and milk products, which also included human milk, that wealthy families should hire several wet nurses. If a wet nurse, for example, became ill, the problem thus could be solved more easily.

The question concerning what happened to the biological child of the wet nurse in this period cannot be answered because at this point of research there are no sources at all. Wet nurses may not all have been mothers who had given birth to a living child. Their babies may have died shortly after birth or have been stillborn during the latest stages of pregnancy. The nurslings of the wet nurses might have resided in the house of the employers where nobody talked about it.

Metlinger advised that in the case that the wet nurse became pregnant the child should be weaned to avoid becoming ill. In this case the baby should be fed only

39 Metlinger recommended a wet nurse being between 20 and 30 years of age, ideally 25 years old. Bartolomäus Metlinger, Ain vast nutzlich regiment der iungen kinder (Augsburg, 1511), Chapter 2.
41 See as well a German prescription in Heidelberg University Library about pregnancy being injurious to the child as well as a woman being unchaste during the nursing period. In this context Galen was mentioned by name. Cod. Pal. Germ. 292, fol 16r-16v. Q.v. gloss. No. 9.
42 Carl-Ludwig Riedel (Ed.), Conrad Gesner, Büchlein von der Milch und den Milchprodukten. Libellus de lacte, et operibus lacteriis, philologus pariter ac medicus (Mönchengladbach, 1996), p. 48. This seems to be only advice.
43 Only in later times can the circumstances of the infant and the family be focussed. Upon the eighteenth century wet nurses from the surrounding area of Hamburg left their children at home in their families with the father and stayed with the employers in the city. The wet nurse was so well paid that she could support the whole family. L.A.G. Schrader, “Beherzungen über die moralischen und politischen Folgen des Ammendienstes in großen Städten auf die umherliegenden Distrikte”, Schleswig-Holsteinische Provinzialberichte, 1 (1787), 457–461.
mush. He went on recommending as well that the child should receive “more mush” if the parents or the wet nurse were confronted with a problem. He did not explain this further. Metlinger wrote that the infant should be fed a mixture of the wet nurse’s milk and mush until the first baby teeth came in at the age of two. He never gave a fixed date for the beginning the regimen of milk and mush, but apparently this was to happen soon after birth, i.e., at a very young age for the suckling baby.

Metlinger was an author who gave good advice with regional distinctions. In the area around the cities of Augsburg and Noerdlingen it might have been normal to feed babies cereals at a very young age. For centuries the death rate in this area and as well in some regions of Württemberg was extremely high in comparison to other regions of Germany because children there were never fed with milk at all. At the beginning of the nineteenth century physicians guessed an atrophy of the female breasts because they surmised that the mammary glands became mutated after a long period of disuse for generations. The doctors thought that women lost their ability to nurse their children. When in history nutrition with grain began in these regions is unknown. It may be possible to find indications by studying the mortality rate in parish registers and evidence in other documents. This is a desideratum for future research because the relation between Metlinger and his audience has never been focused upon. It is not clear whether Metlinger was acting on someone else’s suggestion or if he himself initiated a development which resulted in the abandonment of breastfeeding across broad levels of the population.

Bartholomäus Scherrenmüller (c 1450 after 1493), medical professor at the University of Tübingen translated into German in 1493 on behalf of Earl Eberhard im Bart of Württemberg (1445–1492) the Latin version of the health regimen of William from Saliceto (c 1210 – c 1285). William from Salicetos wrote the original De conservatione sanitatis a die conceptionis usque ad ultimum vitae senij in the thirteenth century. Differing to Metlinger’s broad target group, this German version has only been designed for court. Saliceto or Scherrenmüller advised that

44 Ursula Gray, Das Bild des Kindes im Spiegel der altdeutschen Dichtung und Literatur (Frankfurt/Main, 1974), p. 221.
46 Reinhold Altmann, Über die Inaktivitätsatrophie der weiblichen Brustdrüse (Diss. Munich 1888, Berlin, 1888).
47 Hugo Bernheim remarks that there were reports in the year 1524 that in these regions the women did not nurse at all. Idem, “Schwankungen der Sterblichkeit in Bayern und Sachsen und deren Faktoren”, Zeitschrift für Hygiene, 4, (1888), p. 575, note 1.
The infant should only get breast milk until the child was between six and twelve months old.  

Then the mother or the wet nurse could nourish the child additionally with rice pudding, dunking bread, and a little bit of tender, white meat. This seemed quite early because as Avicenna said — like Soranos as well — the child should be weaned by the age of two.  

The theologian and natural scientist, Konrad von Megenberg (1309–1374), however noted in his house book (‘Ökonomik’) of 1352 that only poor parents were forced to nourish their babies for a period of one and half years or longer. Children who suckled for a longer while would have stronger physiques. Heinrich Laufenberg recommended that the child should be fed with milk alone until a tooth appeared. There is no documentary evidence as to how long children really were wet-nursed or breastfed by their biological mothers. Most of the wet nurses stayed for a longer period of time — two or three years — in the homes of the employers. As the child became older the wet nurse played with him/her and taught him/her to speak and to walk. She took care of him/her, like she did before, for 24 hours a day. They slept in the same room and the wet nurse swaddled, bathed, cradled and calmed the infant.

The Selection and Supervision of a Wet Nurse

The biological parents supervised the wet nurse and the child. If something changed in the behaviour of the child, the employers had the duty to control the milk by taste, smell and appearance as at the onset of the employment. The Swiss naturalist and physician, Conrad Gesner, summarized all criteria from the ancient authors. The milk of a good wet nurse had to be sweet at all times, white in colour and not too thick or thin. A colour of light green or yellow should be a warning to the parents. On a fingernail the milk should stay in a drop. If the breast milk would taste acrid or salty, this could be a sign for illness of the wet nurse. Parents were also to be attentive if the liquid was malodorous or foamy. In these cases the wet nurse

49 Ibid., pp. 58, 112.
53 Heinrich Laufenberg, Versehung des leibs (Augsburg, 1491), Chapter 6.
was to milk the liquid out of her breast. If the quality was still not satisfactory, the child was to receive other breast milk, or as Metlinger proposed, the infant should be weaned.

The wet nurse was to be in good physical condition. For the acceptance test Metlinger set even higher standards. The parents were to look very carefully at the physiognomy of the wet nurse. First of all the parents were to appraise the chest. The wet nurse should have a strong neck. If the wet nurse passed this test and was employed the parents were responsible for her health, the health of the child and the quality of the milk. Metlinger, therefore, offered much advice in this area. The wet nurse was to get good and healthy food with light white meet, grain, and fresh vegetables (except for onions and garlic). The meal was not to be hot and spicy. She should drink mild wine mixed with water and, and for the more northern German regions Metlinger recommended beer. He pointed out to the parents that beer could water down the breast milk. On the other hand beer could promote lactation. If the wet nurse or the infant would have problems with their stomachs, their digestion or their appetite, the wet nurse should drink dill, fennel and caraway tea. If the child suffered from constipation the wet nurse should get an enema. The infant should be wet-nursed very carefully and properly so the baby grew, rested easily and would not cry for anybody. If the little one was not pleased with the situation, parents should first consider the child and then the wet nurse. If the employed woman showed signs of a bad character or poor behaviour, the father was to educate the wet nurse. If the parents followed all instructions, the child would be sane, although not if the biological mother were taking care of him the entire time.

Thus the discussion about wet nurses left the medical faculties and the authority of men of learning. Perhaps the authority to place a wet nurse in the employers’ homes changed at that point also. There had been a necessity to educate parents, and there had been a market for the wet nurses as well. This wet nurse market increased in German-speaking Europe in the late eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth centuries. Then the whole system moved away from the employers’ houses and the family relationship to foundling hospitals with permanent wet nurses. Wet nurses became more and more anonymous and left also the oral tradition of the family atmosphere. Physicians showed more interest in increasing the

57 About the importance of character and the analogy between child and wet nurse see as well Sabine Krüger (Ed.), Konrad von Megenberg, Ökonomik. Book I (Stuttgart, 1973), p. 78.
milk yield of the wet nurse — an indicator of the depersonalization of the wet nurse.

Summary

The discussion concerning wet nurses in the Middle Ages and the Early Modern Times was widely diverse. Theologians, physicians and philosophers offered advice to the public. In earlier periods it was assumed that the literate public could read Latin. In German-speaking Europe the audience changed with the publication of the first paediatric book in German by Bartholomäus Metlinger in 1473. He gave advice about the selection of the right wet nurse and her supervision during her time of residence directly to parents in their own language. His advice about childcare did not agree with the opinions of other authors from the same period. It might be possible to conclude, however, that Metlinger’s advice dramatically changed childcare in some regions because centuries later physicians still thought that the mothers could not nurse their own children anymore. In this society the women did not feed their children with mother milk. Was this the result of the debate about the divinely-ordained motherly love, the God-given ability of nursing and the right choice of childcare? This is a desideratum of the future research.

Authors like Metlinger, on the other hand, established criteria in this lively discussion as how to select a wet nurse. Autobiographical notes may provide references to a more realistic view on the phenomenon “wet nurse”. Most of these women stayed in the employers’ homes which complicated on the one hand, finding evidence of their existence, and on the other hand, complicated the circumstances of life of their biological child. The first complication maybe reduced by looking more at the facts which exists in combination to the biological ability of fertility. The question about the wet nurse herself and her child is at this point not answerable. These are subjects of future research. Questions concerning childcare, motherly love, infant mortality and improved survival rates are closely connected to the hiring of wet nurses. To consider the wide variety of sources of German-speaking Europe may answer many questions in this neglected area of research and will open up additional points of view.

Sünje Prühlen is postdoctoral research fellow at the Department of Humanities and Social Sciences, Helmut Schmidt University, University of the Federal Armed Forces Hamburg, Germany.
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